NOT ALL DISASTERS
ARE MADE BY
MOTHER NATURE

Terrorism risk is evolving. Businesses are more concerned
about lone wolf attacks versus another 9/11 occurring.
The Hiscox suite of products has grown to meet the needs
of businesses today.

TAILORED COVERAGE FOR
MAN-MADE DISASTERS.
Our suite of Terrorism Insurance
products go beyond traditional
insurance coverage. We provide
solutions for malicious threats
and active shooter events.
An insured can customize the
exact coverage that fits their
business needs.
Hiscox R5 products
DDTerrorism and Sabotage
Insurance
DDTerrorism Liability
Insurance
DDNCBR: Nuclear, Chemical,
Biological and Radiological
Terrorism Insurance
DDThreat of a Malicious
Act Insurance
DDActive Shooter and
Malicious Attack Insurance

You get what you need
DDiverse
D
terrorism portfolio with options that best suit
business needs.
DProduct
D
underwritten on an individual basis.
DPolicies
D
contain simple language highest limits in
the industry.
DUnderwriting
D
flexibility.
DSwift
D
response to submissions, often within 24 hours.

Why Hiscox?
DActive
D
Shooter most up to date offering in the market.
DInsurance
D
limits some of the highest in the industry.
DPolicies
D
issued on Syndicate 33 paper which carries
an A.M. Best rating of A (Excellent)*.
DOutstanding
D
claims service, including up front
counseling on how and what to do in the event
of a claim. This helps insureds manage real time
challenges during a crisis.
DPartnership
D
with prestigious firm Control Risks
provides the latest advice on political risks
DPartnership
D
with Weber Shandwick one of the
world’s leading global public relations firms provides
crisis response

Active Shooter and Malicious Attack
Mitigates business income lost as a result of an attack
carried out by a gun, knife or motor vehicle.
Policy highlights
DProperty
D
damage.
DBusiness
D
interruption.
DUp
D to 180 days plus an additional 90 days for extended
period of indemnity.
DCrisis
D
management, including:
D$250,000
D
for additional security.
D$250,000
D
for counseling.
D$250,000
D
for public relations.
DLoss
D
of attraction income loss if shooting event occurs within
one mile of insured’s location.

Terrorism and
Sabotage Insurance

Terrorism Liability
Insurance

Insurance to mitigate the
impact of a terrorist event and
enable a company to recover
in conjunction with its business
continuity plan.

Insurance to mitigate the
impact of a terrorist event and
the potential liability entities may
face following an event.

Policy highlights
DTrigger
D
of coverage is an act
of terrorism.
DProperty
D
Damage and Business
Interruption coverage, including
extra expense costs and
loss of rental income.
DTerrorism
D
General Liability and/or
Terrorism Employers’ Liability.
DRiots,
D
strikes and civil
commotion coverage.
DWar
D
and political violence.
DTerrorism
D
lenders’ interest.
DFull
D
building values or coverage on
a first loss basis.
DCompetitive
D
pricing based on
individual risk factors associated
with our client.
DLimits
D
D$250M
D
per building.
D$5M
D
in liability coverage.
DWilling
D
to consider
$0 deductible.

Policy highlights
DTrigger
D
of coverage is an act
of terrorism.
DPolicy
D
responds to an event
regardless of TRIPRA certification.
DThird-party
D
Property Damage and
Bodily Injury.
DEmployers
D
Liability — international
and domestic on an excess basis.
DLenders’
D
interests.
DNuclear,
D
Chemical, Biological,
Radiological Liability.
DWilling
D
to consider $0 deductible.
DClaims
D
made and reported basis
of coverage.
DLimits
D
D$50M
D
liability coverage.

Claims scenarios
Hotels

A hotel received a letter
threatening that explosives
were planted in the hotel’s
garage. The letter claimed
they were retaliating against
the hotel for hosting a
religious conference. Guests
were evacuated and the
conference canceled. Guests
were refunded for their room
and conference organizers for
their fees.

Retail stores

Authorities were notified of a
bomb threat targeting a mall.
Shoppers were evacuated
and mall entrances closed
while authorities investigated.
Ultimately, they determined
the threat was a hoax and
shoppers were allowed to
return. However, stores inside
the mall suffered from a
significant loss in sales during
the crisis.

(NCBR) Nuclear,
Chemical, Biological,
Radiological
Terrorism Insurance
Covers financial costs
associated with operating a
business in the aftermath of an
NCBR attack.
Policy highlights
DNo
D policy zone restrictions on the
origin of the attacks.
DNo
D requirement to prove the origin
of the attack.
DPolicy
D
will respond if a civil, military,
or government authority prevents
the insured from conducting
business or requires a location to
be decontaminated/cleaned up.
DComprehensive
D
coverage including
DBI/loss
D
of net income.
DExtra
D
expense.
DBlast
D
damage sustained
from detonation
of a NCBR weapon.
DDecontamination
D
and cleanup costs.
DDemolition
D
and debris
removal costs.
DLimit
D
up to $25M available.

Real estate
management company
A real estate management
company has a large
portfolio of properties
throughout the country.
A tenant in one of their
office buildings is the
target of a bomb which
disperses shrapnel
throughout the lobby,
striking a businessman
and causing bodily injury.

Threat of a Malicious
Act Insurance
Threat coverage protects
businesses against negative
economic results when
responding to malicious
threats — even if no physical
damages occur.
Policy highlights
DIndemnity
D
against lost revenue
for length of time the business is
interrupted (up to a maximum of
ten days).
DCoverage
D
provisions
DOne
D
or more of your premises
are evacuated.
DStaff
D
or the public are
prevented from leaving
your premises.
DAccess
D
to your premises is
prevented by order of a civil or
military authority associated
with our client.
DLimits
D
DUp
D to $5M per occurrence and
$20M in the annual aggregate.
DFees
D
and expenses of Control
Risks sub-limited to $50,000
and included within the
policy limit.

General contractor

A US general contractor is
managing the construction
of a new office building that
stands next to a municipal
building in the Middle East.
Anti-government militants
bomb the municipal
building which also affects
the construction site. Two
contractors are killed and
another worker is maimed.

About us
Hiscox is a market leader in War, Terrorism
and Political Violence with a 9% share of the
Lloyd’s market. Hiscox was the first Lloyd’s
syndicate to come stateside and write
standalone Terrorism insurance beginning
in 2006. Hiscox employs nine terrorism
underwriters deployed across the United
States covering all time zones and has
earned a reputation for superior service.

www.hiscoxbroker.com/contact-us
Northeast
646 452 2353

Northwest
415 814 1455

Southeast
404 410 2800

Southwest
213 412 1210

Midwest
312 380 5555

THIS BROKER COMMUNICATION IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.
The coverage afforded by the products described herein is subject to and governed by
the terms and conditions of each policy issued. This information is provided to assist in
understanding the coverage we offer and does not modify any insurance policy, nor does
it imply that any claim is covered. Coverage is made available through Hiscox Inc. d/b/a
Hiscox Insurance Agency in CA, which is licensed in all states. The products described
are underwritten by a syndicate at Lloyd’s, London, which is available on a surplus
lines basis through licensed surplus lines brokers. The publication and delivery of this
information is not intended to be a solicitation by Lloyd’s for the purchase of insurance
on any US risk. *As of 9/29/16
Control Risks and Webber Shandwick are independent third parties and are not affiliated
with or controlled by Hiscox or each other.
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